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Abstract

Agents undertaking economic decisions are exposed to an ever-increasing amount
of information sources. This paper investigates how the number of available in-
formation sources impacts agents’ ability to (i) select reliable sources and (ii)
use their content effectively to update their beliefs. To answer these questions,
I set up an online experiment informed by a simple automata decision-making and
belief-updating model. Participants’ source selection performances deteriorate as
the number of available sources increases. Also, ceteris paribus, their performance
in updating their beliefs using the selected sources worsens, showing a trade-off be-
tween source selection and belief updating performances. These results may help to
guide policy-making decisions, providing evidence on externalities of information
production.
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1 Introduction
Addressing the question of whether access to expanding information sources is beneficial is ar-
guably both timely and crucial, given the relentless surge of information individuals are exposed
to, a phenomenon that’s seemingly beyond our immediate control. Standard economic theory
postulates that having access to a larger amount of information sources may only be beneficial.
However, recent literature on the impact of complexity on decision-making, rooted in Simon
(1955), shows how features of the decision environment shape the outcomes of decisions and
belief formation (Caplin, Dean, and Martin, 2011; Enke and Zimmermann, 2017; Oprea, 2020;
Enke and Graeber, 2023).

The main contribution of this paper is to show how an increase in available information sources
hinders i) source selection performance and ii) the ability to make correct inferences from the
available information. I perform an online experiment, divided into two main parts. First, par-
ticipants are presented with a list of information sources and are required to select one. Sources
are presented in a way such that it is possible to rank them according to their precision. Partici-
pants are taught to recognize more informative sources and their understanding is tested before
the main part of the experiment. Second, the selected source generates a signal concerning an
unobservable, binary, state, and participants provide their posterior about that state. The pro-
vided signal is generated following the data-generating process details, which are fully disclosed
to participants. In other words, participants have all the information to provide a rational guess
about the probability of each state.

The experiment provides two key results, directly connected to the main contributions of this
paper. Participants are 18% less likely to select the best information source as the number
of available sources increases from 10 to 40. Moreover, belief updating performances decrease
by approximately 7%, comparing the case with the highest number of sources with the one
with the lowest, exhibiting a trade-off with source selection: intriguingly, selecting a better
information source decreases belief updating performances, ceteris paribus. These findings are
relevant in understanding how the complexity of the information environment may impact both
the selection of information sources, but also, crucially, how individuals make inferences using
those sources.

The results are consistent with a model in which finite working memory is allocated between
source selection and belief updating tasks. Both selecting an information source and making
an inference are costly in terms of working memory. I formalize a simple model, based on
the automata literature,1 in which an increase of available sources induces the decision-maker
to switch from rational choice to less burdening source selection rules (as in Salant, 2011).
Additionally, when more cognitive resources are depleted in selecting an information source,
belief updating rules have to be coarser and hence less precise (similarly to Leung, 2020). In the
model, this happens because both source selection and belief updating make use of the same
pool of finite cognitive resources. This fact induces a trade-off between how well an agent can
select an information source and how well they will be able to use it. I follow the idea that
choosing the optimal element from a list may be far more complex than implementing other

1See Ehud (1990) and Chatterjee and Sabourian (2009) for a review.
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selection rules. For this reason, people may fail to select the best available option. Similarly,
for what concerns belief updating, I relate to a small theoretical literature that connects finite
cognitive abilities to the emergence of biases such as conservativism (Compte and Postlewaite,
2012; Wilson, 2014) and confirmation bias (Wilson, 2014; Leung, 2020).

The key novel contribution of this paper is twofold. First, I provide evidence of complexity
playing a role in the domain of information source selection. Second, I relate information source
selection and inference, documenting a trade-off between source selection and belief updating
performances, in line with the theoretical framework.

This paper ties into several literature branches. First, this paper adds to the literature on the
relationship between choice and complexity. A result of this literature is that people may fail to
make the optimal choice when exposed to a large number of options (Caplin, Dean, and Martin,
2011; Caplin and Dean, 2015; Lleras et al., 2017). In failing to apply rational choice, people may
recur to other selection rules, such as satisficing (Caplin, Dean, and Martin, 2011), given its
lower implementation complexity (Salant, 2011). Oprea (2020) shows how procedurally complex
choices, in the automata sense, are harder to implement for participants and generate a higher
willingness to pay to be avoided. I bring an empirical contribution to this literature, providing
evidence of the role of complexity in the domain of information source selection. Indeed, while I
partially build on Caplin, Dean, and Martin (2011) experimental design, I extend their evidence
to a different, relevant, domain: participants are selecting information sources through which
they will have to make inferences in a following belief-updating step.

Second, this paper contributes to the theoretical literature on complexity and beliefs. This body
of literature sets itself apart by arguing that complexity affects choices through beliefs, rather
than impacting decision-making directly. The combination of limited cognitive capacity (finite
working memory states) and complexity has been theorized to generate conservativism (Compte
and Postlewaite, 2012; Wilson, 2014), confirmation bias (Wilson, 2014; Leung, 2020), and non-
Bayesian inference (Chauvin, 2023). This paper contributes to this literature by postulating and
experimentally showing a relationship between information source selection and belief updating.
I provide evidence of a trade-off between source selection and belief updating performance, which
becomes starker as the complexity of source selection increases.

Third, in close relation with the first two literature branches, this paper is related to the business
and marketing literature on choice and information overload. The former literature features a
large number of works with a leitmotif: an exceedingly large amount of available options may be
detrimental to the choice quality or ex-post satisfaction. Having to select between an extremely
large number of products (Iyengar and Lepper, 2001; Chernev and Hamilton, 2009) or com-
paring products with a large array of attributes (Hoch, Bradlow and Wansink, 1999; Chernev,
2003; Greifeneder, Scheibehenne, and Kleber, 2010) may decrease: (i) the likelihood of purchase
(Iyengar and Lepper, 2001; Chernev, 2003), (ii) the ex-post satisfaction and confidence in the
choice (Hoch, Bradlow and Wansink, 1999; Botti and Ivengar, 2004; Haynes, 2009), and (iii) the
choice quality (Diehl, 2005; Dijksterhuis et al., 2006).2 Tightly related, the information overload

2For an exhaustive literature review and meta-analysis of the on choice overload and information
overload literature see Chernev, Bockenholt, and Goodman (2015).
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literature argues that providing a decision-maker with an overabundant amount of information3

may lead to lower quality decisions (Jacoby, Speller, and Kohn Berning, 1974; Chen, Shang,
and Kao, 2009; Splinder, 2011), to a lower decision satisfaction (Jacoby, March 1984; Reutskaja
and Hogarth, 2009; Messner and Wänke, 2011) and, in the beliefs domain, to confirmation bias
(Götte, Han, and Leung, 2020). 4 This paper contributes to these literature branches in that it
provides evidence of choice overload in the novel domain of information sources. Additionally,
this paper shows how intertwined choice and information overload are, reporting evidence of a
trade-off between information source quality and belief updating performance.

More broadly, this paper contributes to the literature on the Information Age and misinforma-
tion. Information fruition and production underwent numerous and complex dynamics in the
last decades. It is a common and accepted position that the advent of the Internet represented
one of the major changes in this field. However, consensus on the mechanisms and the direc-
tion of these changes remains elusive. On the one hand, it has been argued that the internet
and social media increase the risk of ideological segregation and the creation of ”filter bubbles”
(Pariser, 2011; Flaxman, Goel, and Rao, 2016) and ”echo chambers” (Sunstein, 2001). On the
other hand, also the point that the use of the same means may increase exposure to diverse
ideas has been advanced and studied (Benkler, 2006; Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2011; Flaxman,
Goel, and Rao, 2016).5 It is indisputable, however, that the advent of the internet dramatically
increased the number of information sources available to individuals, which is the point that this
paper tries to address and investigate. I inform this debate by showing how having access to a
large set of information sources may hinder source selection and the ability to make inferences.
My results point toward the fact that information may generate negative externalities, with
potential implications for regulators.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 illustrates the theoretical frame-
works, aimed at conveying the key intuitions and guiding the experimental investigation. Section
3 details the experimental design and procedures. Section 4 reports results on the relationship
between the number of information sources and source selection rules, and Section 5 character-
izes such rules. Section 6 reports evidence of the trade-off between belief updating and source
selection performance. Section 7 concludes and discusses the relevance of these results in applied
settings.

2 Theoretical Framework
In this section, I provide the theoretical framework that grounds and guides the experimental
investigation. First, I provide a stylized representation of the decision problem, split in the

3In this, the two branches of literature partially overlap, as, in some instances of the information
overload literature, the concept of information corresponds to the number of attributes of a choice (e.g.
Jacoby, Speller, and Kohn Berning, 1974).

4See Roetzel (2019) for a more exhaustive literature review on information overload in business and
related domains.

5For example, Golin and Romarri (2022) document a positive effect of the level of internet penetration
in Spanish municipalities on reported attitudes towards migrants.
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information source selection step and in the belief updating step. Second, I define how infor-
mation sources are ranked in this context. Third, I provide an illustration of how cognitive
limitations (or finite working memory states) impact source selection and belief updating, for-
mulating testable predictions concerning the impact of said limitations on performances and on
the emergence of a trade-off between the two steps. The illustration is based on the represen-
tation of decision rules through automata or finite states machines and is carried out following
Salant (2011) for source selection and Leung (2020) for belief updating. Finally, I provide an
example, illustrating the key points of the model. Importantly, the purpose of this section is
not to provide a general model for source selection and belief updating, but rather to formally
describe the intuitions on which this work is based and to guide the empirical investigation.

2.1 General Setup
Consider a decision maker (DM henceforth) whose optimal choice depends on an unobservable
state of the world θ ∈ Θ. The DM holds some prior about the state of the world P ∈ ∆(Θ)

and has access to a set of L information sources, which will be defined more rigorously later on.
For now, imagine that the DM has some criteria to rank the available information sources, with
better information sources being synonymous with higher chances of a correct assessment of
the state of the world θ and of an optimal choice. Hence, the DM’s problem is to select a good,
or the best if that exists, source and then update her beliefs on the base of the information
received by the source. This paper focuses on these two steps of the decision process and on
their relation.
The DM is assumed to be cognitively limited, in the form of finite working memory M ∈ N: both
source selection and belief updating are cognitively costly to implement. In order to lay out the
relationship between finite working memory and both source selection and belief updating, these
processes are represented using finite state machine or automata. These stylized representations
allow to formally isolate the effect of finite working memory on source selection and belief
updating. In what follows, I first formalize what an information source is in this framework,
defining two ways to rank a set of sources. Given these ranking criteria, I define formally source
selection and belief updating using automata, linking them to the main hypotheses tested in
the experiment.

2.2 Information Sources
An information source I is a random variable I : Θ × S → S, where Θ is the set of possible,
unobservable, states of the world and S is the set of possible signals that the information source
can generate. An agent using the information source can only observe the signals generated by
the said source, although the outcome is defined through the state of the world θ ∈ Θ and the
drawn signal s ∈ S, given the state of the world.

For simplicity, and in line with the experimental design, consider the case of a binary state
Θ = {A,B}. Moreover, assume that the signal space corresponds to the state space, that is
S = θ. In other words, any information source generates only two possible signals: A or B. For
any state θ, define the probability of truthful reporting for source I as p∗I(θ) = p(s = θ | θ). In
this binary setting, any source I can be fully characterized as {p∗I(θ)}θ∈{A,B}, that is any source
can be described through the probability of truthfully reporting the state, for both possible
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states.

Definition 1. (Source Dominance) A source I1 is said to dominate source I2 (I1 ≻ I2) if
p∗I1(θ) > p∗I2(θ) for all θ ∈ {A,B}.

Hence, a source dominates another source if the probability of reporting the state truthfully
is higher for any possible state. This definition of dominance induces a partial ordering on the
set of possible sources, which has some implications for data analysis as will be discussed more
in-depth in Section 4. An alternative way to compare sources, which instead induces a complete
ordering, is the following.

Definition 2. (Source Ranking) A source I1 is ranked higher than source I2 if Eθ[p
∗
I1
(θ)] >

Eθ[p
∗
I2
(θ)], that is

∑
θ∈{A,B} P (θ)p∗I1(θ) >

∑
θ∈{A,B} P (θ)p∗I2(θ). Hence, given a set of informa-

tion sources I, the rank of information source Ij ∈ I is:

R(Ij , I) = |{Ik ∈ I : Eθ[p
∗
Ij (θ)] > Eθ[p

∗
Ik
(θ)], k ̸= j}|+ 1

.

In other words, a source is ranked higher than another if the ex-ante probability of truthful
reporting is higher for that source. Given some set of sources of cardinality L, it is possible
to define a best source unambiguously, in a way that is consistent with both dominance and
ranking.

Definition 3. (Best Source) Given a set of L sources {I1, I2, .., IL}, if there exists Ii ∈
{I1, I2, .., IL} such that Ii ≻ Ij for all j ̸= i, then:

1. Ii is the best source in {I1, I2, .., IL}

2. Ii is the highest ranking source in {I1, I2, .., IL}

Point (ii) follows from the fact that dominance also implies higher ranking, while the oppo-
site does not hold. Note that an equivalent definition of the best source was used to instruct
participants during the experiment.6

2.3 Automata, Source Selection, and Belief Updating
I represent both source selection and belief updating through finite state machines or automata.
The aim is to provide a common theoretical framework linking the two steps of the decision
problem. This framework is convenient as it can naturally feature a decision-maker with finite
working memory and a related definition of complexity, common to both source selection and
belief updating.

In this section, I first provide a formal illustration of automata and report some relevant results,
following Salant (2011). I then show how this framework can be applied to source selection and to
belief updating, linking the two steps through the finite working memory of the decision-maker.
Finally, I illustrate the predictions that are subsequently investigated experimentally.

6For further details on the instructions, see Appendix C.
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Automata and Complexity

An automaton is a tuple of several elements. First, a finite set of memory states M =

{m1,m2, ...,mM} ∪ {Stop}. A memory state represents the current information that the DM
holds, which impacts how she computes the additional inputs she receives. For example, in the
case of belief updating, a state represents the current belief held by the DM about the state of
the world. When the {Stop} state is reached, the automaton stops processing additional inputs
and switching state.7 A transition function g : M×X → M determines how the DM switches
between memory states, with X being the set of inputs the DM may receive. In the case of
information source selection, X is the set of available sources, while in the case of belief updat-
ing X is the set of signals that the DM may observe to update her beliefs. Additionally, it is
necessary to define an initial state m0 ∈ M, from which the transitions will start. Finally, only
for the case of source selection, it is necessary to specify an output function f : M×X → X,
to determine which element is selected from the list of information sources. f(m,x) is specified
as follows: if m = {Stop} or x is the last element of the list, then x is selected.

In this framework, it is possible to define an automaton’s complexity. Following, Salant (2011)
and Oprea (2020), I use state complexity:

Definition 4. (State Complexity) Given an automaton with memory states M, its state com-
plexity is |M|.

Later in this section, I provide some examples of automata of different complexity, for both
source selection and belief updating.

Source Selection

Let the set of possible sources be an ordered list or a vector of sources I = [I1, I2, .., IL], that is
I = X in this case. This formally introduces the idea of a DM that evaluates sources sequentially,
following the order indicated by the vector index. A prominent example of this kind of sequential
evaluation would be a user looking for a set of keywords on a search engine on the internet,
in which the results of the search would appear in a specific order. This example has a broad
application range, as information search in this fashion is quite common, and may extend to
fields such as collecting information about medical treatments or referenda on technical issues.

The following proposition is a reformulation of two results from Salant’s (2011) paper. The core
idea is to show that, in the domain of source selection rules represented through automata,
rational choice and satisficing represent an upper and lower bound in terms of complexity8.

Proposition 1. Consider a list of information sources of length L, I = [I1, I2, .., IL]:

7This state needs to be specified only for the source selection case, as the selection has to eventu-
ally stop and produce an output. Belief updating, instead, could potentially never stop. However, for
convenience, I generally include the {Stop} state in M.

8An automaton implementing rational choice always selects the best source from the list, that is the
source with the highest ranking. An automaton implementing some satisficing rule, instead, selects the
first source in the list which satisfies some minimum precision requirement.
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1. The state complexity9 of an automaton implementing rational choice is L− 1.

2. The state complexity of a rule is 1 if and only if it is a satisficing rule.

Combining the two points from the previous proposition, it is possible to draw two observations.
First, as L increases, an agent with finite memory states will eventually have to switch to a
different source selection rule. Second, the only rule that has always minimal state complexity
is satisficing. From these two observations, two corresponding empirical predictions follow.

Prediction 1. The share of participants correctly implementing rational choice decreases with
L.

Prediction 2. As L increases the share of participants implementing a satisficing rule increases.

Belief Updating

Here, I provide a formalization that is a simplified version of the one presented by Leung (2020).
An automaton representing belief updating has the same components as one representing source
selection, except for a stopping state and the related output function. This comes from the fact
that a belief updating procedure may be iterated potentially infinitely many times. Moreover,
the interpretation of the other components is also different. Each element of the set of memory
states M represents a different belief the DM holds about the state of the world, with the
initial state m0 ∈ M representing her prior. The set of inputs X corresponds to the set of
possible signals the DM may observe. Finally, the transition function is a (potentially stochastic)
mapping g : M×X → ∆M, which characterizes how the decision maker combines her current
belief m ∈ M and the observed signal.
Importantly, in this setup, state complexity |M| also represents how fine-grained the belief
updating can be: the more memory states are employed to represent beliefs, the larger the
variety and the potential precision of those beliefs. Considering an agent with M memory states,
and considering source selection and belief updating jointly, it is clear that the higher the state
complexity of the source selection rule, the lower the state complexity, and hence the precision,
of the belief updating rule. As previously discussed, the state complexity of source selection is
related to both the number of available sources L and to the source selection rule, with rational
choice representing the upper bound in complexity for a given L. From these considerations, an
empirical prediction follows.

Prediction 3. Belief updating performance decreases in L and in source selection performance.

Belief updating performance is defined as the absolute distance of the reported belief from
the Bayesian benchmark, as specified in Section 4. As, on average, better-performing source
selection rules have a higher state complexity than satisficing, with such complexity increasing
in L, better performance in source selection will correspond to fewer available memory states

9Note that for any source selection rule, that are infinitely many automata implementing that rule.
For the purpose of this work, when considering state complexity of an automaton implementing a given
source selection rule, I always refer to the state complexity of the minimal automaton implementing that
rule, that is the automaton with the lowest state complexity which implements some source selection
rule.
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to allocate for belief updating. I now provide a working example conveying the main intuitions,
before illustrating experimental design and results.

2.4 Example
Consider a DM with a working memory of M = 4, with a list of three information sources
I = [1, 2, 3], with 3 ≻ 2 ≻ 1. Once the DM picks a source from the list, the source produces a
signal S about the binary state Θ = {A,B}, and the DM updates her beliefs.

First, consider an instance in which the DM applies rational choice to the list of information
sources I. Following Proposition 1, and as represented in Figure 1, this source selection rule
complexity would be equal to L− 1 = 2.

Figure 1: Automaton representing rational choice implemented for a list of three information
sources.

Figure 2 represents a possible belief updating rule with the remainder working memory. Hence,
the states would just be two: ”A is more likely” and ”B is more likely” in this case. When the
DM observes S ∈ SA, that is P (S | A) > P (S | B) then she believes A to be more likely than
A, and vice versa for the case of S ∈ SB. Figure 3, shows a less coarse belief updating rule, that
encompasses a third, intermediate, state: ”A and B are equally likely”. Clearly, this allows the
DM to hold more fine-grained beliefs about the underlying state.

However, with a working memory of M = 4, the DM can not implement a finer belief updating
rule without reducing the complexity of the source selection rule. Figure 4 shows an automaton
for a satisficing rule with a threshold of 1: the first encountered source that is strictly better
than 1 is selected. Unlike rational choice, this source selection rule would be implementable
along with the belief updating rule in Figure 3, as satisficing complexity is always one.
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This simple example stresses the intuition behind Prediction 3. On the one hand, keeping L

constant, increasing the belief updating performance, through a finer rule, decreases source
selection performance, and vice versa. On the other hand, as L increases, to keep the source
selection performance constant, the DM has to opt for a coarser belief updating rule.

Figure 2: Automaton representing a belief updating mechanism with two memory states.

Figure 3: Automaton representing a belief updating mechanism with three memory states.
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Figure 4: Automaton representing satisficing, with a threshold of 1, applied to a list of three
information sources.

3 Experimental Design
An experimental framework to investigate how the number of available sources impacts source
selection and related belief updating should have the following features: i) information source
selection and belief updating should co-exist in the same task, ii) the decision-maker has to
be able to distinguish good and bad sources (sources should be ranked), and iii) it should be
possible to vary the number of available sources freely. The experimental design fulfills these
requirements and consists of four stages: i) information source selection, ii) belief updating,
iii) working memory task, and iv) final survey. The first two stages are repeated several times
before moving to the next, to vary the task parameters and to collect multiple observations per
participant (for a graphical summary of the design see Figure 5). In the next sections, I provide
further details of stages (i) and (ii). The working memory task consists of a simple forward
digit-span task.10 In the final survey stage participants are asked about their age and education
level.

10For a literature review on the use of these kinds of tasks as a measure of working memory, see
Conway, Kane, Bunting, Hambrick, Wilhelm, et al. (2005).
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Last Round
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Figure 5: Summary of the experimental design. The green boxes represent financially incentivized
tasks.

3.1 Information Source Selection
In each source selection task, participants observe a list of information sources of length L.
Sources are represented as 2x2 tables, as shown in Figure 6.11 The possible list lengths are
L ∈ {10, 20, 40}, with L always being equal to 10 in the first task. After participants selected a
source they undergo the associated belief updating task. Then, they face a new source selection
task with a longer list, unless in the previously completed task L = 40, in which case the length
starts back from 10. In total, each participant undergoes 9 source selection tasks, that is 3
repetitions for each possible list length.

Figure 6: Example of a source, as presented to participants. For any state θ ∈ {A,B}, the
diagonal elements represent the probability of a signal s ∈ {A,B} being truthful P (s = θ | θ).

Each source in a list is covered by a white block and can be uncovered by hovering over it with

11Participants are explained how to interpret the content of the table and their understanding is tested
in a preliminary comprehension check. For further details about the instructions and the comprehension
questions, see Appendix C
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the cursor (see Figure 7). This setup ensures that participants can only evaluate one source at a
time. Additionally, through the use of mouse tracking data, this design allows measuring which
sources participants evaluated and how much time they spent evaluating them.

Figure 7: Example of sources in a list as presented to participants. In the first panel, the cursor
is not hovering on any source, while in the second panel, the cursor is hovering on Source 2,
uncovering the features of that source.

Sources Dominance and Best Source

Participants are explained that some sources are better than others and that each list always
contains the best source. Source i is considered better than source j if and only if both diagonal
elements of source i are larger than those of source j. This illustration is in line with the
definition of dominance illustrated in Section 2. The order in which sources are presented in
the list, and hence the position of the best source, is randomly determined in each round.
Importantly, longer lists contain on average better sources, as well as the best source of longer
lists always dominates the best source of shorter ones, as explained more in-depth below. The
fact that the average source quality increases with list length is rooted in two considerations.
First, this generates a tension, a trade-off, between the number of available sources and source
quality, reproducing in a stylized way the idea that as the number of sources increases, it is
also possible to find better sources. Second, this setup generates a framework in which studying
the states guessed by participants is insightful. On the one hand, having better, more precise,
sources should improve participants’ chances of correctly guessing the unobservable state. On
the other hand, the cognitive load induced by selecting a source from a longer list may hinder
the gain of having access to better sources. This is in line with what I show in the results on
state guesses: participants do not improve their state guesses for longer, although better, lists
of sources.

Sources generating Algorithm

All the information sources used in the experiment are generated a priori, using an algorithm.
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Recall that each source is characterized by the two probabilities of truthful reporting for each
state, that is drawing an information source is equivalent to drawing these two probabilities.
The algorithm was thought to implement three key criteria in randomly drawing the sources:
i) each list of sources should contain a dominant source, ii) sources in longer lists should be on
average more precise and iii) the dominant source in a longer list should always be dominant in
the shorter one.

Before diving into how the algorithm works, it is convenient to define the maximum precision
associated with a given length. The maximum precision (M(L)) is the highest possible proba-
bility of truthful reporting associated with a given length. Following criterium (ii), M(10) = 70,
M(20) = 75 and M(40) = 80. The source-generating algorithm operates as follows, for each
(L,M(L)) couple:

1. Draw 2 integers (one for each state) in the [50,M(L)] interval.

2. Repeat this procedure for L times.

3. If there is not a dominant substitute the last source with a dominant one.

4. If the dominant source in the list dominates also all sources in the list with L′ < L then
proceed to the next L,M(L) couple.

Main and Satisficing Treatments

The condition in which participants are asked to select the best available source is the baseline,
or Main, treatment. The experiment features an additional condition, the Satisficing treatment.
The Satisficing treatment is identical to Main, except that participants are asked to select the
first source in the list that meets a given precision requirement. More specifically, participants
are asked to select the first source in the list with a probability of truthful reporting exceeding
some threshold, for both states. There is a one-to-one mapping between the length of the
information sources list and the used threshold.12

The goal of this treatment is to isolate the effect of a larger amount of available information
sources on the computational costs of rational choice. Following the theoretical framework,
the complexity costs of satisficing should not vary with list length: any impact length has on
performance, in this case, should not be due to a more complex source selection rule. Hence,
comparing Main with Satisficing treatments allows to distinguish the impact that increased list
length has through the complexity channel, as rational choice becomes harder to implement,
from other possible channels (e.g. longer lists may confuse participants).

Key Outcomes of Interest

There are three key outcomes from this task. The first is an indicator for the selected source
being the correct source in the list. For the Main treatment, that source is the best or dominant
source in the list. For the Satisficing treatment, that source is the one that fulfills the satisficing

12More specifically, the threshold is increasing in list length, as the average source quality is also
increasing. The threshold for length 10 is 57%, for length 20 is 60% and for length 40 is 63%.
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decision rule, that is the first source in the list that satisfies the specified precision requirements.
The second outcome of interest is the ranking of the selected source,13 constructed using the
sum of its diagonal elements, that is the sum of the probabilities of truthful reporting from
the source. The first measure can be used to study how the probability of selecting the best
source varies, ceteris paribus, as the amount of available sources varies. The second measure,
which is the operationalization of the ranking defined in Section 2, can be interpreted as a way
to measure the quality of the selected source, to study both the extensive and the intensive
margins of the relationship between the number of information sources and source selection.
The third outcome is the position of the selected source in the list. This variable is used to
study participants’ selection rule and how it varies with the number of available sources, in line
with predictions.

3.2 Belief Updating
The belief updating tasks follow immediately after each source selection task. Participants have
to provide their guesses about the probability of each state given some prior and a suggestion
produced by the selected information source. Participants may observe at any time the source
that they selected in the previous step, hovering over a box on the screen. The prior P (A) varies
in each of the 9 belief updating tasks, with the set of possible priors being P (A) ∈ { 1

10i}
9
i=1, and

the order being determined randomly. Figure 8 below shows an example of a belief elicitation
screen.

13This outcome is only relevant for the Main treatment, as in the Satisficing treatment what is relevant
for a successful implementation of the rule is not the goodness of the source, but to select the first source
that meets the indicated precision requirements.
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Figure 8: Example of belief elicitation screen, as presented to participants. The screen is taken
before any input is provided. After a guess about any of the two states is provided, the guess
about the other state is automatically filled with the hundreds complement of the other guess.

Key Outcomes of Interest

The main outcome of interest for the analysis is the distance between the provided guess and
the Bayesian benchmark, which in this case is simply the absolute difference between the guess
from the participant and the normatively correct answer.14 I also analyze the belief updating
performance in terms of implicit guess: when a participant assigns more than 50% probability to
a certain state, her implicit guess is that state. Hence, the state that a participant deems more
likely is compared to the true, unobservable, state drawn by the computer. This measure allows
to study how performances in guessing the true state, regardless of the Bayesian benchmark,
vary as i) on the one hand the amount of information sources increases, while, ii) on the other
hand, longer lists contain better sources on average and always contain at least one source that
dominates all sources in shorter lists.

14This paper’s focus is not to measure a specific, directional, bias (e.g. underinference, conservative-
ness, base rate neglect). Hence, the absolute value represents a fitting measure of the assessment quality.
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4 Amount of information sources and source selec-
tion

The first result concerns the probability of selecting the best source from a list of information
sources and how this probability varies as the number of available sources increases. Later, I
show how this first result is robust to using relative source ranking as a measure of source
selection performance.
Result 1. Non-rational source selection: The probability of selecting the best information
source decreases with the number of available sources.
First, I report preliminary evidence on the relationship between the length of information sources
lists and the share of rational choices implemented by participants, focusing on participants
in the Main treatment. Figure 9 shows how the share of choices in which the best source
was selected by participants decreases from approximately 70% with 10 available sources, to
approximately 55% with 40 available sources.
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Figure 9: Share of participants selecting the best source, by list length. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.

Next, I provide more formal evidence of the pattern shown in Figure 9, estimating the following
equation through OLS:

I(bestsourcei) = α+ βLi + γXi + εi, (1)

where I(bestsourcei) is equal to one if the best source is selected in choice i. Li is the length
of the list of information sources in choice i. Xi is a set of control variables, among which the
position of the best source in the list and the total amount of time spent hovering over sources
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in that specific round. As the features of a source were revealed only when hovering over it, the
latter can be interpreted as a measure of time spent acquiring and elaborating information on
the quality of the sources.

Table 1 reports the estimation results. Column (1) only includes the number of sources as the
dependent variable. Columns (2) and (3) progressively include the best source position, the
total time spent hovering on sources, and the performance in the working memory task, to
the full specification in column (4). In all four specifications β, the main coefficient of interest
is negative and significant. It is important to note how β is the estimated marginal effect of
adding one information source to the list of available sources. Hence, according to the results,
the probability of selecting the best source from the longest possible lists is 18% lower, compared
to the choices in which the available sources are 10. As reported in Table B.1 in the Appendix,
these results are robust to defining source selection performance using the Source Relative Rank.
The latter is constructed by ordering sources in a list according to Source Ranking, as defined
in Section 2, and dividing the resulting ordering by the number of sources in the list.15

Dependent variable: Probability of Selecting Optimal Source

(1) (2) (3) (4)

List Length -0.006∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Best Source Position -0.002 -0.003∗ -0.003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Total Time on Sources 0.003∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

Working Memory Proxy 7 7 3 3

Demographic Controls 7 7 7 3

Session FE 7 7 7 3

Priors 7 7 7 3

Observations 1,237 1,237 1,237 1,237
R2 0.022 0.022 0.104 0.111

Notes. OLS estimates, robust standard errors are clustered at the subject level. The dependent
variable is an indicator, equal to one if the selected source corresponds to the best available one.
∗p < 0.1,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 1

To ensure that results are not driven by other factors related to the length of the list (e.g.
participants are confused by longer lists), I compare the Main and the Satisficing treatment.
In the latter, participants are required to select the first source in the list that fulfills a given
precision requirement for both states. Following the theoretical framework, the complexity of
this source selection rule does not vary with list length. Hence, if Result 1 depends on the
increased complexity of rational choice, and not on any other factor related to length, two
related predictions follow: i) the success rate of implementing satisficing does not decrease with

15More formally, given a set of L sources I = {I1, I2, ..., IL}, let source j ranking, according to
Definition 2, be R(Ij)- Then Ij relative ranking is R(Ij)/L.
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the number of available sources, and ii) Result 1 is robust when using satisficing success rate as a
baseline. Figure 10 shows that the first prediction holds in the data: if anything, the probability
of correctly implementing the satisficing selection rule seems to increase with the number of
available sources, though not significantly. To address the second prediction I estimate through
OLS the following equation:

I(bestsourcei) = α+ β0Li · I(Main)i + β1Li + β2I(Main)i + γXi + εi, (2)

where I(Main)i is equal to 1 if observation i belongs to the Main treatment. The main coefficient
of interest is β0, which is the coefficient of the interaction term. Table 2 reports the estimates for
different specifications of Equation 2, with the full specification corresponding to the rightmost
column. The second prediction concerning the satisficing treatment is confirmed by the results.
The negative effect coefficient implies that the marginal loss in performance is larger for the
Main condition, compared to the Satisficing one. This result dispels the concerns that Result 1
is driven by other factors related to the length of the sources list, as opposed to an increasing
source selection complexity.
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Figure 10: Share of participants correctly implementing the Satisficing rule, by list length. Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Dependent variable: Probability of Correctly Implementing the Rule

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Effect -0.008∗∗∗ -0.008∗∗∗ -0.008∗∗∗ -0.008∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

1 if in Main Treatment 0.147∗∗ 0.147∗∗ 0.145∗∗ 0.149∗∗
(0.069) (0.069) (0.072) (0.072)

List Length 0.002∗ 0.003∗∗ 0.004∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Best Source Position -0.003 -0.003∗ -0.003∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Total Time on Sources 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.000)

Working Memory Proxy 7 7 3 3

Demographic Controls 7 7 7 3

Session FE 7 7 7 3

Priors 7 7 7 3

Observations 1,732 1,732 1,732 1,732
R2 0.017 0.019 0.032 0.038

Notes. OLS estimates. Robust standard errors are clustered at the subject level. The dependent
variable is an indicator, equal to one if the selected source correctly implements the requested
rule. For the Main treatment this means selecting the best available source. For Satisficing,
instead, it means to select the first source in the list with a given precision for both states.
∗p < 0.1,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 2

5 Selection Rule Switch
The second result concerns the position of the selected sources in the list, and how this position
varies with the number of available sources. Moreover, I present additional evidence that fosters
the interpretation of the observed pattern representing a change in the source selection rule, due
to increasing computational costs for participants, as the number of available sources increases.
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Result 2. Selection rule switch: The position in the list (absolute and relative) of the selected
source decreases in the number of available sources.

Figure 11 shows the pattern of the average position of the selected source across different length
conditions. It is possible to observe a decrease in the average position, although not a particularly
marked one. However, note that this implies that the relative position of the selected source is
markedly decreasing across length conditions, as shown in Figure A.1 in the Appendix. Hence,
already from this qualitative evidence, it is possible to deduct two aspects of the average source
selection rule. First, rational choice is excluded. As the position of the best source is random,
the fact that the average selected sources are approximately the fourth in both ”Length 20”
and ”Length 40” conditions, indicates that, on average, participants were not implementing
rational choice. This evidence fosters the evidence provided in the previous section. Second, it
seems that the average strategy is not to consider a fixed share of the available sources, nor,
as will be more clear from the formal analysis and the additional evidence, to consider a fixed
amount of sources in each list. Figure A.3, reporting the average share of considered sources
by condition, strengthens the point that participants seem to adopt different source selection
strategies, depending on the amount of available sources. Indeed, the fact that participants’
share of considered sources significantly decreases as the number of sources goes up points
towards a switch to a satisficing selection rule.
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Figure 11: Average position of the selected source in the list. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.

The formal analysis is carried out similarly to the previous section. I estimate through OLS
an equation identical to Equation 1, except that the dependent variable is the position of the
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selected sources. Table 3 reports the coefficient estimates for different specifications of the linear
model, equivalent to the four specifications of Table 1. Interestingly, controlling for the position
of the best source and other relevant factors, such as the time spent hovering on information
sources, the estimated coefficient of list length is negative and significant. Hence, as the amount
of available sources increases, the position of the selected source decreases.

Dependent variable: Selected Source Position

(1) (2) (3) (4)

List Length -0.012∗ -0.026∗∗∗ -0.027∗∗∗ -0.028∗∗∗
(0.007) (0.009) (0.010) (0.010)

Best Source Position 0.027∗∗ 0.025∗∗ 0.026∗∗
(0.012) (0.012) (0.012)

Total Time on Sources 7 7 3 3

Working Memory Proxy 7 7 3 3

Demographic Controls 7 7 7 3

Session FE 7 7 7 3

Priors 7 7 7 3

Observations 1,237 1,237 1,237 1,237
R2 0.003 0.008 0.013 0.015

Notes. OLS estimates. Robust standard errors are clustered at the subject level. The dependent
variable is the position of the selected source in the list. ∗p < 0.1,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 3

6 Belief Updating vs Source Selection Trade-Off
In what follows I discuss some results concerning the interaction between the source selection
and the belief updating parts of the task. More specifically, I look into how i) the number of
available sources and ii) the source selection performance, formalized through relative source
rank, impact the belief updating performance. The latter is defined in relation to the Bayesian
benchmark. Additionally, I report evidence concerning the performance in terms of state guess:
as the computer actually draws a (hidden) state for each task, it is possible to compare the
state (implicitly) guessed by participants, through their probability assessment, and the actual
drawn state.
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Bayesian Benchmark

Result 3. Belief updating performance trade-offs: Belief updating performances are de-
creasing in the number of available sources and in source selection performances.

Before delving into the analysis it is necessary to define how the key outcome and the relevant
variables of interest are constructed. The belief updating performance is defined, using the
Bayesian posterior as the benchmark, as follows:

belief_performancei = 100− |Pi(A | s)− P (A | s)|, (3)

with Pi(A | s) being the probability attributed by the participant to state A, in choice i, having
observed signal s. P (A | s) is the Bayesian posterior of state A given signal s. Hence, the
closer the guess to the normative benchmark, the higher the performance. Beyond the length
condition, the other variable of interest is the source selection performance, constructed using
the relative source rank. Given a list of sources and each source rank, as defined in Section 2,
the relative source rank is the quantile of that source rank.16

Table 4 reports the result from estimating an equation identical to Equation 1, except that the
dependent variable is the belief updating performance. The results are consistent with the hy-
pothesis of a trade-off between information source selection and belief updating performances.
The coefficients of List Lenght and of Source Quantile Rank shed light on two different aspects
of such trade-off mechanisms. First, the estimated negative coefficient of List Length (amount
of available sources) reveals a decrease in performances in belief updating tasks following source
selection from longer lists. This is consistent with the notion that participants incur higher
working memory costs when having access to a larger number of information sources, whatever
their selection rule is, and that these costs are carried forward in the related belief updating
task. Second, the estimated negative coefficient of Source Quantile Rank (source selection per-
formance) shows that ceteris paribus, better performance in the source selection task impacts
negatively the related belief updating task. Assuming that, on average, the selection of better
sources implies a better-performing source selection rule, then this result supports the view of a
trade-off, in terms of cognitive resources, between information source selection and belief updat-
ing. Following the theoretical framework, better-performing source selection rules are also more
demanding from a working memory perspective, the extreme instance of this being rational
choice.

To sum up this first result on belief updating performances, it shows how two different potential
sources of working memory depletion in the source selection part of the task, the number of
available sources and source selection performances, have a negative impact on performances
in the following belief updating task. This is consistent with a model featuring an agent with
finite working memory, which needs to be allocated between selecting a source and mapping the
information generated from the source and the prior into a posterior belief.

16See Section 4 for additional details on how the variable is constructed.
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Dependent variable: Belief Updating Perfomance

(1) (2) (3)

List Length -0.105∗∗ -0.116∗ -0.154∗∗
(0.043) (0.065) (0.068)

Best Source Position -0.007 -0.012
(0.094) (0.094)

Source Quantile Rank -4.747∗ -5.551∗∗
(2.431) (2.449)

Total Time on Sources 7 3 3

Working Memory Proxy 7 3 3

Demographic Controls 7 7 3

Session FE 7 7 3

Priors 7 7 3

Observations 1,237 1,237 1,237
R2 0.004 0.009 0.020

Notes. OLS estimates. Robust standard errors are clustered at the subject level. is the belief
updating performance, constructed as 100 minus the absolute difference between the Bayesian
and the reported posteriors. ∗p < 0.1,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 4

Unobservable State Guess

A different approach to evaluate participants’ belief performance is to compare their guess
about the state with the true, unobservable, state. This measure is sensible also in light of
the motivating examples of this work, in which a decision-maker needs to form beliefs about
an unobservable state to perform some action, the optimality of which depends on the state
realization.
In the experimental setting, participants do not provide a direct guess about the state, but an
assessment of the probability of each state. Hence, I consider the implicit guesses, that is:

state_guessi =

1, if Pi(θ | θ) ≥ 0.5

0, if Pi(θ | θ) < 0.5.
(4)

Hence, the state is considered correctly guessed if and only if the probability assigned by the
participant to state θ, when θ is true, is at least 50%.

Result 4. State Guess Performances: The probability of a correct (implicit) state guess
does not vary significantly with the number of available sources.

Figure 12 reports a preliminary comparison of the share of correct state guesses across different
list lengths. The probability of correctly guessing the state seems to vary across the different
conditions, but not monotonically: the share of correct guesses is lowest when the available
sources are 20. Hence, it seems that, although the quality of information sources increases
significantly with length, the probability of correctly guessing the state does not follow the
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same pattern. Figure A.2, in the Appendix, shows how participants select on average more
precise sources when more information sources are available. This can be attributed to the fact
that longer lists contain more precise sources. However, the selection of more precise sources
does not translate into improved guesses about the unobservable state, as shown in Figure 12.

Table 5 reports the coefficient of OLS estimation of the impact of list length on the probability
of a correct state guess. For all three different specifications, the coefficient is very close to 0 and
not significant. Hence, there is no evidence of the probability of correctly guessing the state being
different across the different length conditions, also controlling for all other relevant factors. This
holds despite the quality of the information source for longer lists being systematically higher,
as illustrated in Section 3. These result, jointly with Result 3, stresses the idea that the cognitive
load caused by a larger amount of available sources can compensate for the advantages brought
by better source quality.
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Dependent variable: Probability of Correct State Guess

(1) (2) (3)

List Length 0.002 0.001 0.001
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Best Source Position 0.002 0.002
(0.002) (0.002)

Source Percentile Rank 0.125∗∗ 0.117∗∗
(0.054) (0.052)

Total Time on Sources 7 3 3

Working Memory Proxy 7 3 3

Demographic Controls 7 7 3

Session FE 7 7 3

Priors 7 7 3

Observations 1,237 1,237 1,237
R2 0.002 0.010 0.023

Notes. OLS estimates, robust standard errors are clustered at the subject level. The dependent
variable is an indicator, equal to one if the implicitly guessed state is correct. A state is considered
implicitly guessed if the posterior attributes more than 50% probability to that state. ∗p <

0.1,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 5
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Figure 12: Share of correct state guesses across all choices. A participant is considered guessing
a state if she attaches more than 50% to it. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

7 Discussion and Concluding Remarks
This paper investigates the impact of the number of available information sources on people’s
ability to select informative sources and make inferences based on the selected sources. The in-
vestigation is carried out through an online experiment. The design of the experiment is informed
and guided by a theoretical framework based on automata models of decision-making. First,
the data show that the probability of selecting the best available source decreases significantly
as the number of available sources increases. I propose that this is caused by an increased com-
plexity of implementing rational choice, as the available sources increase in number. Through
the Satisficing treatment it is possible to exclude that the high number of sources itself confuses
participants, instead of the increased complexity of rational choice. Second, I report a trade-off
between the source selection and the belief updating performances: ceteris paribus, participants
selecting better sources perform worse in the belief updating task.

Considered jointly, the results support a model in which finite working memory is allocated
between source selection and belief updating tasks. Also, consistently with the theoretical
framework, the results suggest that individuals switch to different source selection rules, as
the cognitive load caused by the number of available sources varies. A larger number of sources
increases the complexity of the source selection environment, with negative spill-overs on belief
updating. Additionally, the results on belief updating and state guess show how the costs as-
sociated with more information sources can compensate for the advantage of having access to
better sources. Indeed, despite longer lists containing better sources on average, participants’
performance in guessing the unobservable state is weakly worse when the number of sources
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increases. This result has two relevant applied implications. First, information sources seem to
be akin to a good generating negative externalities, when available in an overabundant quantity.
Second, mechanisms to filter and select information sources play a key role, the importance of
which increases with the number of available sources. Indeed, as complexity increases, because
of additional available sources, individuals may resort to other means to select information,
for instance outsourcing the procedure to an algorithm. This mechanism is not explored in the
stylized framework of this paper, but the results point towards the importance of regulating
also these alternative source selection procedures not directly controlled by individuals.
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Appendix A Additional Figures
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Figure A.1: Average relative position of the selected source, by amount of available sources.
The relative position is constructed divided the position of the selected source by the number of
available sources. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A.2: Average quality of the selected source, by amount of available sources. Source quality
is constructed summing the probabilities of truthful reporting for both states. Error bars represent
95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A.3: Average share of sources considered by participants in Main condition. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A.4: Average time spent per considered source by participants. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.

Appendix B Additional Tables

Dependent variable: Source Percentile Rank

(1) (2) (3) (4)

List Length -0.001∗∗ -0.001 -0.001∗ -0.001∗∗
(0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Best Source Position -0.000 -0.001 -0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Total Time on Sources 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.000)

Working Memory Proxy 7 7 3 3

Demographic Controls 7 7 7 3

Session FE 7 7 7 3

Priors 7 7 7 3

Observations 1,237 1,237 1,237 1,237
R2 0.002 0.002 0.062 0.075

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.1
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Appendix C Experimental Material
In what follows, I provide screenshots of the instructions and control questions not provided
in the main text. Main the Satisficing treatments do not differ, except for which sources par-
ticipants were instructed to select. For the Main treatments, participants were told: ”In all
the following tasks you will have to select the best information source contained in the list.”.
For the Satisficing treatment, instead, participants were told: ”In all the following tasks you
will have to consider the sources in order and select the first information source that satisfies
the requirement.”. Also, on the decision screen, a specific precision requirement was indicated:
”Please consider the sources orderly (from first to last) and select the first information
source in the list with at least 57% precision for both states.”.
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C.1 Instructions

Figure C.1: Experimental Instructions 1
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Figure C.2: Experimental Instructions 2
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Figure C.3: Experimental Instructions 3
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C.2 Comprehension Questions

Figure C.4: Comprehension Questions 1
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Figure C.5: Comprehension Questions 2
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Figure C.6: Comprehension Questions 3
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